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summary. A description is made of the equipment 
used to determine the position and shape of the 
magnetic median surface (m.m.s.) of the P.P.A. 
weak focusing magnets far from the magnet ends. 
The reproducibility of the relative profiles of 
the m.m.s. was f0.020 in. or better. The absolute 
location of the m.m.s. was uncertain to fO.l in. 

The effects of current sheets through the 
pole piece face windings and current loops on the 
front spacer as well as the profile of the m.m.s. 
were measured for many values of B(r,t), from 
Bminimuzto Bmaximum. 

Introduction. The vacuum chamber of the Princeton 
Pennsylvania Accelerator has a mean diameter of 
80 feet and an inside height of only 2.44 inches. 
Therefore, the measurement of the location of the 
m.m.s. was of prime importance as well as the 
study of the effects of different methods for 
changing and for displacing it, since the vertical 
restoring forces and the amplitude of the vertical 
synchrotron oscillations depend on the vertical 
separation between the m.m.s. and the orbit of the 
proton. 

The magnetic field may be described by 
B(t) = Bmin + Bat (1 - COS wt) 

= [.27 + 6.8(1 - CDS 38 nt)] Kgauss 
nsmely,the magnetic field never vanishes and any 
measurement made with search coils needs help from 
some other technique to get the constant of 
integration. 

Theory. Since the radius of curvature of the 
orbit in the magnets is 360 inches and the radial 
aperture is + 3.5 inches about the mean orbit, one 
may consider the problem as presented in a two 
dimensional geanetry. In a current free region we 
have that V x B = 0, and fran it; 

aBz/ar = aBr/az 

Recalling that n = -(aBz/ar)(r/Ez), we get: 

aEr/az = -n(Bz/r) 

By definition, the m.m.s. is the locus of Br = 0. 
Then, 

Br = [-n(Bz/Br)] AZ 

and 

AZ = -(r/n) A6 
where Afi8 = Br/Bz = angle the Br measuring device 

* Supported by the U. S. Atanic Energy Ccmunission. 

makes with the geometric median plane (g.m.p.) for 
a null output. This shows that measurements of 
magnetic field components parallel to the g.m.p. 
of the gap, at the geometric center of the gap, 
provide the data to locate the m.m.s. with respect 
to the g.m.p. We thus see that the problem has 
two parts: a) the measuring of vanishingly small 
magnetic fields in a given direction (the signal 
to noise ratio limits the sensitivity of the 
method); and b) the mechanical alignment of the 
field measuring devices such that their magnetic 
centers be on the g.m.p. or at a known distance 
frm it and oriented along the radius of the msg- 
net at that point. 

Field Measuring Devices. The measurements were 
divided into two magnetic field ranges, Bz < 1 to 
1.2 Kgauss, and Bz > 1 - 1.2 Kgauss. In the first 
range the measurements were made with "peaking 
strips"1 (used actually as second harmonic gener- 
ators) driven by a second hanaic free sine-wave 
generator and using a second harmonic tuned detec- 
tor. In the second range, the measur,$$ents were 
made using a Garrett line dipole coil , and a 
Kintel operational amplifier used as an integrator. 

The peaking strips were made of 0.001 inch 
diameter molybdenum permalloy wire, about 0.50 in. 
long, with the two coils wound directly on top of 
the wire. The coil connected to the sine-wave 
generator had the full length of the wire. The 
pick-up coil was centered and it was about 0.10 
inch long. Both coils had two layers wound with 
.0012 in. diameter formvar covered copper wire. 
These assemblies were made under a microscope and 
potted under tension in ceramic boats. After the 
epoxy-resin had hardened, the excess pennalloy 
wire was cut-off. Although there was no problem 
in making these assemblies, only about 10% of the 
units had enough directional sensitivity to be 
useful. We made twenty, and three were suffic- 
iently sensitive to be useful. The oscillator 
was a 100 Kc crystal controled and of variable 
output, it fed the peaking strip through a 100 Kc, 
doubly tuned filter. The pick-up coil was connec- 
ted to a 200 Kc filter and then to the Y-input of 
an oscilloscope. The direct or the integrated 
output of a coil in the ssme full scale magnet 
provided a sweep signal for the X-axis. If the 
peaking strip was perpendicular to Bz, then there 
would be no second haimonic 6utput. The sensitiv- 
ity of the system was maximum at the minimum 
usable 100 Kc amplitude. 

The search coil was wound on a ceramic coil 
form made of three sections individually ground 
until the long sides defined parallel vertical and 
horizontal planes. Two layers were wound under 
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a microscope to assure essentially perfect paral- 
lelism between the individual long runs of each 
turn and the long direction of the search coil, 
After the thin, twisted leads were connected, the 
two layers were sealed with paper, to protect them 
from the potting compound which was cast over the 
paper as over-all mechanical protection. 

Positioning Devices. The P.P.A. synchrotron mag- 
nets have detachable pole pieces. These pole 
pieces were stamped and assembled so that their 
over-all dimensions are known to ?: 0.0002 inch. 
Then, they are spaced from eac.h other by precisely 
ground stainless steel spacers with ceramic top 
and bottom surfaces. Thus, the location of the 
geometric median plane is known to an over-all 
accuracy of x0.0003 inch at each end of the pole 
pieces, or 3.7 x 10-5 rad in the angle the pairs 
of pole pieces form with each other. Since 
z = -(r/n)Ae = -6 x lo* Ae inches, this uncer- 
tainty alone introduces an error of 3 x lo-2 in, 
In the absolute location of the m.m.6. with res- 
pect to the g.m.p. 

Both peaking strips and the search coils 
were moved on an optically flat alumina plate 
which rested on the lower pole pieces on a sap- 
phire leg and two leveling screws. The peaking 
strips and the search coil were then positioned 
on sapphire disks, 2 in. diameter, which had 
optically flat surfaces parallel to each other 
within half a wave length of the mercury green 
line. The peaking strip boats and the search 
coils also had sapphire legs ground as to make the 
magnetic axis of the devices parallel to the plane 
defined by the leg tips. When these devices were 
on the sapphire disks on the leveled alumina plate 
their axes were essentially on the g.m.p. 

Initially, a source of inconsistency in the 
data was due to specs of dust on the alumina 
plates and the air layer between the sapphire disk 
and the alumina plate. The use of lens clesnslng 
tissue solved these problems. 

Procedure. The readings were taken in the follow- 
ing manner: 1) the alumina plate would be placed 
in the azimuthal position where a m.m.s. profile 
was needed. An autocollimation mirror (faces at 
gOOOO~OO"~OoOO*Ol" to the base) would be placed on 
its far end (smaller radius); 2) the peaking strip 
would be positioned and the second harmonic pat- 
tern at a time (field) of interest studied; 3) the 
peaking strip would be tuned through 180' and the 
leveling adjusted to obtain again the same second 
harmonic pattern; k) the alumina plate would be 
adjusted half way between the two levels; 5) the 
angle between the plate and the horizontal plane 
would be determined by autocollimation with an 
optical level; 6) a reference plate with three 
sapphire legs would replace the adjustable plate 
and the angle between the g.m.p. and the horizon- 
tal plane would be measured by autocollimation; 

7) the difference between 5) and 6) would give the 
angle 68. 

For the search coil the method was similar 
except that the constant of integration would b: 
obtained from the peaking strips, 

For relative profiles of the m.m.s., only the 
plate with the leveling screws was used and rea- 
dings were taken of the change in leveling angle 
versus radial position of the device. 

Results. Typical results for different pairs of 
pole pieces are shown in Figure 1. These Profiles 
were reproducible to t 0.020 inches. 

The absolute location of the m.m.s. profiles 
with respect to the g.m.p. involved four times as 
many mechanical measurements. 

Thus we obtained results consistent within 
20.1 inch. 

To examine the effects of the mechanical 
assembly the magnet was disassembled and reassem- 
bled and the m.m.s. remeasured. The results were 
entirely consistent with those obtained initially, 

The pole piece windings glued to the top and 
bottom of the outside of the vacuum chamber were 
designed to provide current sheets capable to 
correct for the location of the m.m.s. as well as 
the n at Injection fields. For purposes of study 
they were divided in three sections and their 
effect on the m.m.s. are shown in Fig. 2. 

It was found that a one ampere turn parallel 
to the front spacer could straighten the m.m.s. in 
the front. 

Measuremen+s of the m.m.s. as a function of 
Bz, showed essentially no motion of the m.m.s. 
with Bz in the region of "Rood n", e.g., about 
2 Inches from the front and back shimms of the 
pole pieces. Near the back shimm the m.m.s. 
moved about .05 inches and near the frrrt shlmm 
it moved .OR inches, from injection field to 
B(max). 

After the magnets were completed and 3 Mev 
protons could be injected, the beam wss found to 
be vertically centered; it was never necessary to 
make any m.m.s. corrections. The vertical coils 
were never actually connected. 
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Fig. 1. lhis is a composi.te of several measure- 
ments of the magnetic median surfaces for differ- 
ent palrs of pole pieces. The differences tn 
these profiles for a given pair of pole pieces 
were within f 0.020 inch. The normalizing point 
was reproducible ulthin f 0.1 inch for any given 
pair. 
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Fig. 2. Variatfons in the location of 
tl-m magnetic medl.an surface as a func- 
t%on of the intensity of current sheets 
on the pole pieces. Solid lines: central 
one third width current sheets, dashed 
line s : full width current sheets. 

Fig. 3. Left: Photograph of the reference 
plate with leveling screws with autocolli- 
mation mirror, line dipole coil and peaking 
strip Ln ceramic boat. Rlght: Reference 
plate with ceramic. legs and autocollimatIon 
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Fig. h. Microphotography of peaking 
coil showing pick-up coil and part 

mirror. of the long coil. 


